
 

Samsung Ml 1670 Chip Reset 11 Extra Quality

now, you just need to provide the printer the instruction how to reset the toner smart chip. you can either type that in on the printer's main keyboard, but that's probably not the best approach because it won't be able to properly store the instruction. if you really want to type in the instruction, i recommend using a computer or laptop. to do this, you'll need the printer's manual that came
with it. if it's the install cd, you can simply copy the instruction from there. you can also use a website like chip-clear.com . the website is a clever program that allows you to type in an instruction to any serial number you want. (in my case i entered the instruction to the chip with the uuid of a matching toner cartridge, extracted it from the printer manual, and downloaded it from chip-
clear.com). as of this writing, you can find printers that are supported by this website in the manufacturer's website. after typing in the instruction, press the reset button on the printer to reset it. if the instruction worked, the printer should reset the smart chip, turning the green light off in our chip tester. if it didn't work, it probably is a defective smart chip. in that case, i recommend

sending the toner cartridge back to the manufacturer to replace it. find the spec of the chip that you have. usually on the back or bottom of the printer. also make sure that you replace the entire sheet of resistors thats provided for the one you have. usually there is a small box around them with a tab sticking out and these tabs on the new resistors must also match up with the ones that
are already there.
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